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Abstract 
Most studies of fixed points involve their existence or construction. Our interest is in their 
equational properties. We study certain equational properties of the fixed-point operation in 
computationally interesting cartesian closed categories. We prove that in most of the poset 
categories that have been used in semantics, the least fixed-point operation satisfies four 
identities we call the Conway identities. We show that if ~0 is a sub-ccc of any ccc cg with 
a fixed-point operation satisfying these identities, then there is a simple normal form for the 
morphisms in the least sub-ccc of q¢ containing rg o closed under the fixed-point operation. In 
addition, the standard functional completeness theorem is extended to Conway ccc's. 
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1. Introduction 
In many categories of posets, for each morph ismf :  A x B ~ A, and each b e B, there 
is a least a e A satisfying a = f(a, b), and furthermore, the function 
f * :B~ A 
b ~--~the least a: a =f (a ,  b) 
is also a morphism in the category. 
It will come as no surprise that in such categories which are cartesian closed, the 
fixed-point operat ionf  ~._~f t is itself determined by a morphism tA,n: [A × B ~ A] 
[B ~ A] in the category. We call such a fixed-point operation internal. 
In previous work, the authors have studied the equational properties of the 
fixed-point operation in (enriched) algebraic theories. These categories do not have 
the structure provided by cartesian closed categories, and the fixed-point operation in 
these categories i  external. One example is the category Mats whose objects are the 
nonnegative integers. A morphism n ~ p is an n x p matrix whose entries are in the 
semiring S of all subsets of words on the alphabet A. The composition in the category 
is given by matrix multiplication. If f :  n ~ n + p, write 
f=  [a b], 
where a is n × n and b is n x p. Then, defining 
a* := idn + a + a 2 + . ."  
f t  := a*b 
it is well known that f  t is the least solution to the fixed-point equation 
¢=a¢+b.  
(This equation may be written ~ =f .  (¢, idol> in cartesian categories, see below.) 
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Another class of examples i determined by the o~-complete posets. If(A, ~< ) is such 
a poset, the category POWA has objects the finite powers of A; a morphism A" ~ A p is 
a continuous order preserving function. For any continuous 
f :  A "+p --* A" 
there is a least such function f+ :A p ~ A" such that 
f+ = A p <f*'id>~An+P f 'A". 
Here, if f, g:A" ~ A p, thenf~< g if xf~ x9, all x ~ A". In each of these two examples, 
the operation taking a morph ismf to f  + is not itself a morphism in the category. The 
fixed-point operations are external. 
In the setting of algebraic theories enriched with an external fixed-point operation, 
the notion of an iteration theory seems to axiomatize the equational properties of all of 
the computationally interesting structures of this kind. These structures include the 
strong behaviors of flowchart algorithms, the regular sets of finite and infinite words, 
the sequacious functions, synchronization trees, the o~-continuous functors, and 
others. One may regard algebraic theories as cartesian (or cocartesian) categories, i.e., 
categories with all finite products (or coproducts). It is not difficult to formulate the 
identities defining iteration theories for cartesian categories with an external dagger. 
Most of the examples of iteration theories can be generalized accordingly. 
We asked ourselves whether in the richer framework provided by cartesian closed 
categories, ccc's for short, there were other identities needed to capture all of the 
equational properties of the fixed-point operation. While we do not have the complete 
answer, we offer here what we consider an interesting part of the story. 
The axioms for iteration theories fall naturally into two groups. The first group we 
have called the Conway identities, due to the form these identities take in the theory of 
regular sets [5]. The second group consists of an equation schema called the com- 
mutative identity. We formulate analogs of the Conway identities which are meaning- 
ful in cartesian categories, and add a new identity to this group: the "abstraction 
identity", which is meaningful only in ccc's. 
If ~¢ is a ccc with fixed-point morphisms, and ~go is a sub-ccc of ~¢, using only 
the (coo-version of the) Conway identities we give a normal form for the morphisms in 
the least sub-cce containing ~¢o closed under the fixed-point morphisms (Theorem 
7.12). 
Secondly, using these same identities, we extend the standard functional complete- 
ness theorem to ceo's satisfying the Conway identities (see Theorem 8.6). 
We show why the Conway identities hold in all order-enriched ceo's which have 
least prefixed points (Theorem 6.1). A generalization of this result to 2-ccc's will be 
given elsewhere [6]. 
We expect that Part II will contain a precise explanation of why the Conway 
identities hould hold in all ccc's in which the fixed-point operation is in some sense 
constructive. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Although we assume familiarity with cartesian dosed categories, we introduce our 
notation here. A cartesian closed category ~ is a category with all finite products and 
an exponential for each pair of objects A, B in cg. We will assume that a terminal object 
1 is fixed. For each pair A, B of objects, we assume that a fixed product object A x B 
and projections n~ × 8:A x B--. A, and ~A ×B:A X B ~ B are specified. Similarly, we 
assume a fixed choice of an exponential object [A ~ B] and evaluation morphism 
eA.B : A x [A ~ B] ~ B. (We frequently omit super and/or subscripts on the projection 
and evaluation morphisms.) 
If ~ and c¢, are ccc's, a ccc-morphism ~o :c# __, ~, is a functor which preserves the 
distinguished terminal object, prodiJct projections, exponential objects and evaluation 
maps. 
We assume products are associative 'on the nose', so that, e.g., A x (B x C)= 
(A x B) x C and diagrams uch as 
Ax(BxC)  
Ax(BxC)  %~¢ , BxC 
C (A x B) x C --------. 
commute. 
The composite of ct : A --* B and fl: B ---, C is usually written in diagrammatic order 1 
as ~- fl: A ---, C or just ~fl. If ct : A --. B and fl: A ---, C are morphisms, we write 
<~, f l>:A~ BxC 
for the target tupling of~, fl, the unique morphismf:  A ~ B × C such thatf,  nB= ~ and 
f" rCc =/3. Further, if ~: A --, B and/3: C ~ D, we write 
ctx f l :AxC ~ BxD 
for the morphism <nACt, rCcfl>. We note here two fundamental properties that will be 
used frequently without further comment. 
h.<~,/~> = <h-~, h-/~>, 
<~,/~>.(~' x#')= <~-~', fl./~'>, 
when sources and targets are appropriate. We will abuse notation and write 
r~a×c:AxBxC~ AxC 
to mean the appropriate target tupling of the projections hA, rCc. 
1We strongly prefer the diagrammatic order for composition, despite many objections from our friends. 
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If ct : A x B ~ C, we write 
A(~):B~ [A--+ C] 
for the unique morphism f with the property 
( ida  xf ) 'eA ,C  = 0~. 
The function A is a bijection 
A:Hom(A xe ,  C )~ Hom(B, [A~ C]), (1) 
with inverse 
Hom(B, [A ~ C]) ~ Hom(A x B, C) 
g ~--*(idn Xg)'eA,C,  
and should be decorated with A, B, C. (Of course Horn(A, B) is the set of morphisms 
A~B. )  
2.1. Base morphisms 
Relative to the given collection of choices for products and exponentials, we define 
a base morphism in c¢ as a morphism which is in the smallest sub-ccc of cg with the 
same objects, products and exponentials. Thus, all projections A1 x A2 ~ A~, i = 1, 2, 
the morphisms A ~ 1, and all evaluation morphisms A x [A-* B] ~ B, are base; 
further, if ct, fl are base, so are 
~'fl, (~,f l )  and A(u), 
when the sources and targets are appropriate. 
2.2. Horn functors 
A cartesian closed category cg has two hom-functors. The familiar 'external' set- 
valued functor 
Hom : ~g°P x c¢ ~ Set  
as well as an internal hom-functor 
hom: c¢op x ~ ~ ~. 
For (f, g) : (A, B) ~ (C, D) in coop x c¢, horn(f, g) is defined by the equation 
hom(f, id) rw-~ hom(id, g) r 
hom(f, g) = [A ~ B] ' Lt~ --* B] , [(5 ~ D], 
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where we write hom(id, g) or [-.g] for the unique morphism [C ~ B-] --* [C ~ D-] such 
that 
idc x [ - .e]  
Cx[C~B]  , Cx[C~D-]  
el le 
B ,D  
Similarly, we write hom(f  id) or I f . - ]  for the unique morphism [A --* B] --* [C ~ B] 
such that 
idc × [ f . - ]  
Cx[A-*  B] , Cx[C--*  B] 
I×'~ 1 I e 
Ax[A-* BI , B 
Note that iffis base, so are the morphisms I f . - ]  and [ - . f ] .  (Barr and Wells [3"] write 
[C --* g] for [-.O] and If--* B] for I f . -] .)  
There is a fundamental connection between the two hom-functors. 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that f :  D ~ A, 9 : E ~ B and h: C --* F in cg. The following 
diagram commutes: 
Hom(A × B, C) 
Hom(f xy, h) l 
Hom(O x E, F) 
, Horn(B, [A --, (7]) 
I Hom(o, hom( f  h)) 
, Horn(E, [-D ~ F]) 
The bijections A in (1) can also be internalized as base isomorphisms 
1: [A x a - ,  c]  --, [B--, [A --, C]]. (2) 
Proposition 2.2. 
Hom(A x B x C, D) 
ai 
Hom(B x C, [A --* D]) 
The following diagram commutes. 
A , Hom(C, [A × B ~ D]) 
Hom(id, 1) 
, Hom(C, [B -~ [A --* D]]) 
(This fact might be taken as the definition of i.) 
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3. The external Conway identities 
3.1. External dagger operations 
Our interest is in fixed-point operations on ccc's. A preliminary notion is that of 
a dagger operation. Suppose that c¢ is a ccc. An external dagoer in product form is 
a family of functions d = (de.a), indexed by all pairs of CO-objects, where 
dB.a : Hom(A x B, A) -~ Hom(B, A). 
An external da99er in functional form d = (de.A) in c~ is a family of functions 
de.A :nom(B, [A ~ A]) ~ nom(B, A). 
(We will usually omit the subscripts on d.) 
Due to the bijections A: Hom(A × B, A) --, Horn(B, [A ~ A]), for any dagger opera- 
tion d in product form there is a corresponding dagger operation dy in functional form. 
In fact, A determines a bijective correspondence b tween the two types of daggers: 
ds.A := Hom(A x B,A) A ~ Hom(B, [A ~ A]) d~.A Hom(B,A). (3) 
Remark 3.1. When we want to apply an external dagger operation to a morphism 
f :  A ~ A, we apply it to zraa × 1 . f  : A x 1 ~ A instead. We write 
dA : Hom(A, A) --* Hom(1, A), 
for this function. 
Notation. Ifd is an external dagger in either functional or product form, we frequently 
write the value de,a(f) as 
f t :B~ A. 
An external dagger d in product form satisfies the fixed-point identity if for all 




We say an external dagger operation in functional form satisfies the functional 
fixed-point identity if the following diagram commutes, for all f :  B--. [A ~ A]: 
B (ft, f )  A x [A ~ A] 
A 
Of course, the two versions are equivalent. 
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Proposition 3.2. An external dagger in functional form satisfies the identity (5)/ff the 
corresponding dagger in product form satisfies the identity (4). 
3.2. The cartesian Conway identities 
In this section, we list analogs of the 'Conway identities' for an external dagger in 
product form on a ccc [4]. In fact, these identities require only the cartesian structure, 
explaining the terminology. (In cartesian closed categories, these identities can be 
given either for dagger operations in product form or in functional form.) In Section 4, 
we introduce an identity meaningful only in cartesian closed categories. 
(1) An external dagger d in product form satisfies the parameter identity if 
dc,a((ida x g)" f )  = g'dB,a(f), (6) 
or, using the Lnotation, 
((ida X g) ' f ) t  = g . f t .  
for all morphisms g: C --* B and f:  A x B -* A. 
(2) An external dagger in product form satisfies the composition identity if for any 
morphisms f: M x P -, N and g: N x P -, M, the following equation holds: 
de,u((f, M×e- , Zte )'g) =(de, s((g, nNe ×e} "f), ide} "g, (7) 
or, using the t-notation, 




xP  )M 
NxP  (g'~'~xP),M f xP  ,N. 
(3) An external dagger in product form satisfies the simplified composition identity if 
for any morphisms f: M -, N and g: N x P -, M, the following equation holds: 
de.N(g "f) = dp.~t((fx idp). g).f, 
or, using the t-notation, 
(g 'f)* = ( ( fx  idp)-g)).f. 
Note that 
fx id,. g 
MxP ,NxP  )M 
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and 
NxP g ,M f ,N. 
(4) An external dagger in product form satisfies the double dagger identity if the 
square 
dA×&A 
Hom(A x A x B, A] , Hom(A × B, A) 
Hom(da x id, id) l I dB'a 
Hom(A x B, A) , Hom(B, A) ds.A 
commutes; i.e., for all morphisms f: A x A x B ~ A, 
f , t  = ((AA x idB)'f)*, 
where 
Aa := <idA, idA> : A ~ A x A. 
Definition 3.3. The cartesian Conway identities are the parameter, composition and 
double dagger identities. A cartesian category equipped with an external dagger d in 
product form is a Conway cartesian category, or Conway cc for short, if d satisfies the 
cartesian Conway identities. 
Remark 3.4. It is known that the cartesian Conway identities, together with the 
'commutative identity' axiomatize the class of iteration theories (see [4]). The com- 
position identity may be replaced by the simplified composition identity if the 
fixed-point identity is added. 
Remark 3.5. It is interesting to consider the 'unparameterized' versions of the last two 
Conway identities, since these seem to occur occasionally in the literature [13]. 
Composition identity 
( f .  g)* = (g.f)t .g,  
all f :  M ~ N, g : N ~ M. We may express this form of the composition identity by 
saying that the diagram given in Fig. 1 commutes (recall Remark 3.1). 
Double dagger identity 
f t t=  (34.f)t,  
all f :  A x A ~ A. 
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Hom(M,N) 
Hom(g, ~'/id) j ~Hom( id ,  g) 
Hom(N, N) Hom(M, M) 
Hom(1, N) , Hom(1, M) Hom(id, g)
Fig. 1. 
3.3. Some consequences of the cartesian Conway identities 
Using the arguments in [4], it can be shown that the cartesian Conway identities 
imply each of the following identities, some of which will be used in Section 7. 
1. Fixed-point identity 
gt = (gt, idB) 'g, 
all g:A x B ~ A. (Note: This is a special case of the composition identity (7): let 
f= ~×~.) 
(2) Left zero identity 
(AxB '~,B f f , A)*  = B , .4, (8)  
all morphisms f: B --* A. 
(3) Pairing identity. Suppose that 
f :AxBxP  o A, 
g :AxBxP- - - ,  B, 
so that 
( f ,g ) :AxBxP~ AxB 
f * :BxP-~ A. 
Define h by 
h:= BxP  ( f t ' id ) ,AxBxP  g ~B. 
The pairing identity is 
(f ,  g)t = ((h t, idj,).ft, ht).  (9) 
Remark 3.6. The pairing identity is sometimes called the 'Bekic identity', e.g., in [14]. 
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4. Transposition identity. Let z := (riB, ha) :A  x B--* B x A be the base isomor- 
phism. Then, if 
f :AxBxP- - .  AxB,  
the transposition identity is 
f t .  z = ((z- 1 x ide)"f" z) t. (10) 
5. For the next identity, assume that 




SxRxP ~sxP ~SxP  f ~S 
and 
SxRxP (~×id)~QxRxP ~RX%RxQ g ,R 
and h is defined by 
h:= S x R x P <~s.P'f, (I~xi%.v)'~R×Q'g))S x R" 
Then, the following is true in all Conway cc's. 
h t = ( f t ,  f t . f l .g t ) .  (11) 
6. Now assume that f :  S x P ~ S and 0" R x P ~ R, so that 
(ns×e'f, nR×e'g) :SxRxP  ~ SxR.  
Then the following identity holds in all Conway cc's. 
(rts×e'f, ~×e'g)  t = ( f t ,  g*). (12) 
7. Last, assume that 
f :RxSxP~R,  
~:R--+ S. 
Define h by 
(ida.=) x ide f 
h= RxP  >RxSxP  yR. 
Using the above notation, the following identity holds in all Conway cc's. 
h t- ~t = ( f t .  0t)t. (13) 
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3.4. Natural dagger 
It would be natural, to overuse a word, to ask how the dagger operations da..4 on 
the ccc ~ are related to one another. One can give several answers to this question by 
making use of the following concept, described in [12]. 
Suppose that F, G : c~p x ~ --+ ~ are functors. A family of maps uB: F(B, B) 
G(B, B) indexed by the C~-objects i a dinatural transformation between F, G if for each 
C~-morphism f: B --+ C, the hexagon of Fig. 2 commutes. 
It is easy to see that a natural transformation is a special case of a dinatural 
transformation. We show that a fixed-point operation that satisfies two of the 
Conway identities is a dinatural transformation. We define the functors F, G: 
((~p)2 X (~2 _.~. Set as follows. If (f,.g):(A, B)~ (A', B') in ((~op)2, and if (h, k):(C,D) 
(C', D') in ~2, 
F( f  , g; h, k) := Hom(A x B, C) Horn(fxg, h), Hom(A' x B', C'), 
Horn(g, h) 
G(f, g; h, k) := Hom(B, C) , Hom(B', C'). 
Note that if A := (A, B) then F(A, A) = Hom(A x B, A), G(A, A) = Horn(B, A), and 
ds,A : F(A, A) ~ G(A, A). 
Proposition 3.7. The family dn,A determines a dinatural transformation between F and 
G if/" d satisfies both the parameter and simplified composition identity. 
Proof. d determines a dinatural transformation between F and G iff the diagram of 
Fig. 3 commutes, for all morphisms f: A --* C, g : B ~ D in q¢. 
Assume first the diagram commutes. When f= id, this identity becomes the para- 
meter identity. When g = id, it becomes the simplified composition identity. Con- 
versely, the simplified composition identity implies that for all h: C x D --+ A, 
(h . f)t  = ( ( fx  ido)" h) t "f. 
The parameter identity now implies 
g'(h.f)t = ((id x g) . ( fx  id). h) t . f  
= ((fx g). h) t -f, 
which is exactly what Fig. 3 asserts. [] 
3.5. The parameter identity 
The parameter identity is fundamental, due, in part, to the following fact. 
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uB 
F(B, B) , G(B, B) 
F(f, id/ NN~d,f )
F(C, B) G(B, C) 
F(id,f)~ //~ id) 
F(C,C) uc ' G(C,C) 
Fig. 2. 
d 
Hom(C x D, C) , Hom(D, C) 
Hom(id,f~// NX~om (g, id) 
Hom(C x D, A) Hom(B, C) 
Hom(fx 0,id)NX~ ~om(id,f) 
Hom(A xB, A) a , Hom(B,A) 
Fig. 3. 
Proposition 3.8. An external dagger on a ccc satisfies the parameter identity iff for each 
object A, there is a morphism 
such that the function 
dn,A : Hom(A x B, A) ~ Horn(B, A) 
is given by the equation 
dn.a(g) = A(g)" ta. 
Lemma 3.9. The following are equivalent, for an external dagger d in product form on 
a cartesian closed category. 
1. d satisfies the parameter identity. 
2. The corresponding dagger d: in functional form satisfies the identity 
d:(9 "f) = 9" d:(f), (14) 
for all g: C ~ B, and all f :B~ [A ~ A]. 
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3. For each object A, d determines a natural transformation between the functors 
Hom(A x -, A)--~ Hom(-,  A). 
4. For each object A, d I determines a natural transformation between the two 
H om-functors 
Hom(-,  [A -o A])--~ Hom(-,  A). 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. By the lemma, d satisfies the parameter identity iff d I 
determines a natural transformation between certain hom-functors. By the Yoneda 
Lemma, [12], such natural transformations are determined by morphisms 
tA:[A-+A]-+A,  
as claimed. The converse direction is obvious. [] 
Remark 3.10. In fact, when d satisfies the parameter identity, the morphism tA is 
dI(idta-.Al) = d(ea,A), by (3). Thus, we have the equations 
e t • ~a = d(eA,a) = A,A, 
d(f)  = A(f)" eta.a, 
all f :  A x B ~ A. 
Example. Suppose that (¢ = CPO is the category of cpo's (see Section 6) and 
dn.a assigns to each morphism g: A x B ~ A the function d(g) : B ~ A whose value on 
b • B is the least a • A such that 
a = g(a, b). 
Then, if f :  C ~ B is any continuous function, 
f" d(g) = d((id,4 xf) .g) ,  
since for each c • C, d((ida xf).g)(c) is the least a • A such that a = g(a,f(c)), which is 
just (f .  d(g)) (c). Hence, the least fixed-point operation satisfies the parameter identity. 
Of course, this function is determined by the morphism 
[A ~ A] ~ A 
g F--~#g, 
where ~g is the least a • A such that a = g(a). 
Recall that a category q¢ is well-pointed, or has enough points, if, for all f, g : A --, B, 
f = # when y . f  = y. g for all y: 1 --, A. 
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Lemma 3.11. Suppose that c¢ is a well-pointed ccc equipped with an external dagger d. 
Then d satisfies the parameter identity iff d is a pointwise dagger, i.e., 
y'f* = ((ida x y)'f)t, (15) 
for all f: A x B ~ A and y : 1 --* B. 
Proof. Suppose that (15) holds universally. Then, for all f :  A x B ~ A, g :C  ~ B and 
u: l--* C, 
y' ((ida x g).f)t = ((ida x y .g).f)t  
= y .g . f t .  
Since if is well-pointed, it follows that 
((ida x g)'f)* = g 'f*. 
The converse is a special case of the parameter identity. [] 
4. The abstraction identity 
In cartesian closed categories of known computational interest, e.g., CPO, the 
fixed-point operation satisfies an identity involving lambda abstraction which appar- 
ently does not follow from the cartesian Conway identities, We may express this 
identity by saying the diagram of Fig. 4 commutes where a is the base morphism 
(ep, g, gp) : P x [P ~ R] ~ R x P. 
In more elementary terms, suppose that 
f :RxPxS-*  R, 
Hom(a × id, id) 
Hom(R x P x S, R) , Hom(P x [P --, R] x S, R) 
1 A 
Hom(P x S, R) Hom([P ~ R] x S, [P --* R]) 
Hom(S, If--, R]) 
Fig. 4. 
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SO that 
f t :PxS~ R, 
A ( f t ) :S  ~ [P --* R]. 
Define 9: P × [P ~ R] × S ~ R by 
Px[P -*R]xS  o ,R  
/ ,  
<eeAt, ~e> x ids / 
RxPxS 
Lastly, define h : [P ~ R] x S ~ [P ~ R] by 
h := A(9): [e  ~ R] x S ~ [P --* R]. 
Thus, both h t and A( f  t) are morphisms S~ [P~R] .  With this notation the 
abstraction identity becomes 
h t = A( f t ) .  (16) 
In the category CPO (see Section 6), given cpo's S, P, R and a continuous function 
f :RxPxS~R,  we have 
f*(p, s) = ltr(r =f(r ,  p. s)). 
Thus, 
A(f*)(s) = 2p#,(r = f(r, p, s)). 
Now the function 9 : P x [P -~ R] x S ~ R is 
g(p, fl, s) = f (fl(p), p, s), 
so that 
h(fl, s) = 2pf(fl(p), p, s). 
It follows that 
h*(s) = #a(Vp ~ P fl(p) = f(fl(p), p, s)), 
and for a fixed s e S, this least function fl is given by 
f l(p) = #r(r = f (r, p, s)), 
i.e., fl = 2p(ft (p,  s)) 
= A( f t ) .  
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5. Conway eee's 
We define a Conway ccc as a ccc having an external dagger which satisfies the 
abstraction identity as well as the cartesian Conway identities, i.e., the parameter, 
composition and double dagger identities. It follows that such an operation is 
a fixed-point operation which is determined by a family of C¢-morphisms 
tA:[A-*  A]--* A. 
Further, it satisfies all of the other identities in Section 3.3. 
In the appendix, we find equations involving the internal morphisms tA which are 
equivalent to the Conway identities for an external dagger. 
6. Examples and nonexamples of Conway eee's 
We give several categories of posets which are Conway ccc's. First, we review some 
basic definitions. A poset X = (X, ~< ) is a cpo if X has a least element Ix  and every 
directed subset D has a sup. An element x ~ X is compact if whenever D _ X is 
directed and x ~< sup D then for some d ~ D, x ~< d. Let Xo denote the set of compact 
elements in X. A cpo is algebraic if for each x ~ X, the set 
x~, = {ye  Xo:y <<. x} 
is directed and x = sup x +. A cpo is bounded complete if every bounded subset (as well 
as every directed subset) has a sup. A Scott domain is a cpo which is bounded complete 
and algebraic. A functionf: X ~ Y between cpo's is monotone if x <~ x' =~ xf<<. x'f, all 
x, x' e X; a function f :  X ~ Y is continuous if it preserves sup's of nonempty directed 
sets, i.e., 
f (sup D) = supf(O), 
for all nonempty directed D _ X. 
An explanation of why the following poset-categories satisfy the Conway identities 
is given in Section 6.2. 
6.1. Some poset ccc's 
(1) The category CPOm has all cpo's as objects, and all monotone functions as 
morphisms. This category is a ccc, where the exponential object [A --* B] is the set of 
all monotone maps A ~ B with the pointwise ordering. Binary products are defined as 
usual. When f:  A x B ~ A, we write fb for the function A -o A defined by a ~4f(a, b). 
For each morphismf:  A x B ~ A the function f*  :B ~ A is defined as follows. Given 
b c B, we define 
f*(b) := the least a ~ A :a =fb(a) 
= #a(a =f(a,  b)). 
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Further, the function 
tB,A : [A x B --+ A]  --* [B --+ A]  
f ~_+f* 
is monotone. 
(2) The category CPO has all cpo's as objects, and all continuous functions as 
morphisms. This category is a tee whose exponential object [A ~ B] is the set of all 
continuous functions A --, B. It is well-known that if for each pair A, B of cpo's we 
define 
tn,a: [Ax B ~ A] ~ [B ~ A] 
by 
f ~--~f * 
f ' (b )  =/~a(a = fb(a)), 
then ~'a.B is also a continuous function, and hence a morphism in CPO. 
(3) The category SD is the full subcategory of CPO whose objects are the Scott 
domains. It is well-known that this category is a ccc [1]. 
(4) Effective Scott domains. A Scott domain (X, ~ ) is effective if there is a surjec- 
tion e0 from the nonnegative integers onto the compact elements in X such that 
- the relation which holds iffthe elements eo(n), eo(m) have a common upper bound, is 
recursive; 
- the relation 
eo(n) = eo(m) u eo(p) 
is recursive; 
- eo(0)= _1_. 
It is known [1] that the full subcategory ED of SD determined by the effective Scott 
domains forms a sub-ccc of SD. 
(5) the category of dI domains and stable functions is a ccc, which is a subcategory 
of CPO, although not a full subcategory, in which the least fixed-point operation is 
also stable, see [9]. 
6.2. Why? 
Each of the poset categories in Section 6.1 is an order enriched ccc; i.e., there is 
a partial order on the horn sets such that the operations of composition, pairing and 
lambda abstraction are monotone. We will use Lemma 3.11 above together with the 
corollary of following theorem to show that each of the examples is a Conway ccc. 
For a morphism f :  A x B --, A in an order enriched ccc, we say that a morphism 
~:B~ A is a prefixed point of f  if 
(~, idB)'f~< ~. 
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Theorem 6.1. Suppose that q¢ is an order enriched ccc such that for each f : A x B ~ A 
there is a least prefixed point f t  : B ~ A off .  Then, if the dagger operation f ~_.~f, 
satisfies the parameter identity, c~ is a Conway ccc. 
Our proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that f :  A x B x C -~ A and ~ : B x C -~ A in a ccc. Define the 
morphism g by 
Bx[B~A]xC g ,A 
/ 
<es. a, 7ts> xidc / ~  
AxBxC 
Then, 
(A{, idc>'Ag = A(<{, idn×c>'f):C---, A. 
Proof. For any ~ : B x C ~ A, the triangle 
BxC 
idB x <A~,idc) 
Bx[B~ A]xC , AxBxC 
(es.A. ns) x idc 
commutes. Also, the following square commutes by the definition of g: 
(ea.A, nB) x idc 
Bx[B~ A]xC ~ AxBxC 
Bx[B~ A] , A 
ea.A 
Thus, pasting together these two diagrams, we see the following commutes. 
BxC 
ida x ((A~,idc>' Ag) ~, ida~c>~f  
Bx[B~ A] ~ A 
eB,a 
The proof of the lemma if complete. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 6.1. It is known that the cartesian Conway identities hold in q¢, 
cf. [4, Ch. 8]. Thus, we need to show only that the abstraction identity holds in q¢. But 
by Lemma 6.2, since A creates an order isomorphism between the posets Hom(B x C, 
A) and Horn(C, [B ~ A]), 
<A~, idc>'Ag <~ A~ iff <~, idnxc>'f~ 4. 
In words, ~ is a prefixed point off i f f  A(~) is a prefixed point of A(g). It follows that 
A(Tt )  = (Ao) t. [] 
The following corollary answers the question: Why do the poset categories in 
Section 6.1 form Conway ccc's? 
Corollary 6.3. Let c~ be a well-pointed, order enriched ccc. Suppose that the order on the 
horn sets is pointwise, i.e., if f, g :A  ~ B are such that x ' f  <<. x 'g  for all x: 1 --* A then 
f <<. g. Suppose that for each f:  A x B ~ A we are given a morphism f t : B ~ A such that 
for each y : 1 ~ B, the value yf*  is the least morphism x : 1 ~ A with 
(x, y ) " f~ x. 
Then ~ is a Conway ccc. 
Remark 6.4. By well-pointedness, f* is unique with the above property. 
Proof. Clearly, f t  is the least prefixed point o f f  Further, by Lemma 3.11, the 
parameter identity holds in ~¢. The result follows from Theorem 6.1. [] 
Remark 6.5. It is well-known that the least fixed-point operation in CPO satisfies (at 
least he simple version of) the cartesian Conway identities (see, e.g., [14, pp. 21]). The 
proof in [4] of the pairing identity follows the argument in [11]. A 2-categorical 
generalization of Theorem 6.1 will be given in [6]. 
6.3. Nonexamples 
We give two examples of ccc's which either do not have fixed-point operations, or 
the operations do not satisfy the Conway identities. 
(1) The category PER (see, e.g., [1]) of partial equivalence r lations on o9 is a ccc 
which has both an initial object and binary coproducts. It follows that PER does not 
have fixed-point morphisms. Indeed, it is well-known [1, 15] that if a nontrivial ccc 
either has an initial object or has binary coproducts, then it cannot have fixed-point 
morphisms [A ~ A] ~ A, for every object A. 
(2) Let ~ be the category whose objects are complete lattices and whose morphisms 
are the monotone maps. If f: A x B ~ A, for each b e B there is a least a e A with 
a =f (a ,b )  and there is also a greatest such a. Write #f :B~ A for the function 
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returning the least fixed point, and v f: B ~ A for the function returning the greatest. 
We now define an external dagger operation as follows. Suppose that f :  A x B ~ A. 
{t~f if A x B infinite, 
dn,a(f) := vf otherwise. 
Then d satisfies the fixed-point identity, but does not satisfy the parameter identity. 
Indeed, suppose that A = B = {0 < 1} and let C = {0 < 1 < .-. < oo}, the non- 
negative integers with a 'top'. Let g : C --, B be 2c 1, the constant function with value 1, 
and let h = na n × n. Then 
dn,A(h) = 21, 1, 
dc,a((id x g)" h) = )~c O, 
g'dn,a(h) = 2~ 1. 
This operation also fails to satisfy the composition identity. For the same lattices A, C, 
let h : A ~ C be the inclusion, and let g : C + A be the unique monotone map such that 
h'g = ida. Then 
(h'g)* = 1, 
(g" h)t = O, 
and (g. h)* 'g = Og # (h" g)t = 1. 
7. A normal form theorem 
In this section, suppose that c¢ is a Conway ccc, and that C¢o is a sub-ccc of q¢. We 
say that a sub-ccc ~ is closed under the dagger operation if f t=  A( f ) ' fA  is in 
whenever f : A x B -+ A is. Clearly, ~ is closed under the dagger operation iff each 
morphism )A is a ~-morphism, for each object A in ~. We give a simple, concrete 
description of the least sub-ccc of c¢ containing all Cgo-morphisms which is closed 
under the dagger operation. 
7.1. Normal descriptions 
A COo-normal description D = (f;/~) is a pair consisting of a qCo-morphism 
f: P x S + P and a base morphism/~ : P --* R. We write 
D:S ~R, 
P 
and say D has source S, target R and weight P, in analogy with the normal descriptions 
in [7]. We define the behavior [D[ of D = (f; 8) as the morphism 
f t  fl 
IDI:= S ,g  ,R. 
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Definition 7.1. Let ND denote the collection of all morphisms IDI, for normal 
descriptions D. 
Remark. Normal descriptions of a different kind were used in several places in the 
study of iteration theories I-4, Ch. 5; 7]. 
7.2. The theorem 
In this section we prove that ND is the least sub-ccc of C~ which contains C~o is closed 
under the dagger operation. 
Definition 7.2. For f :  S ~ P in C~o, let Df: S 
P 
tion: 
/ P×S D: := q3r s "f; ide). 
Proposition 7.3. With the above notation, ]D:I = f, so that c~ o c ND. 
Proof. For any f :  S ~ P in ~o, 
ID:l = (~ff×s.f)t . ide 
=f, 
by the left zero identity (8). [] 
We turn now to composition. If D = (f; fl):P---u~Q and E = (g;y)'Q R 
normal descriptions, then 
f :SxP  -~ S, 
fl:S-,Q, 
g:RxQ~R,  
y:R ~ T, 
where f, g e ~o and 8, ~ are base. Thus, the morphism h belongs to ~o where 
h := S x R x P (~s~rf, (flx idR×r)" rta~e, g) ~ S X R. 
,P be the following normal descrip- 
, T are 
(17) 
Definition 7.4. For normal descriptions D = (f;fl):P---T-~Q, E =(9;y):Q----u.T, 
define the normal description D' E : P~RT by 
D. E := (h; 6), 
where h is the morphism in (17) and 6 := rcR'~. 
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Proposition 7.5. With the above notation, I D" EI = [DI.IE]. Thus, the collection ND is 
closed under composition. 
Proof. Suppose that D = (f; fl):P----g-~Q and E = (g;y):Q---T-*T. Then, 
ID'EI = h t "~ 
= ( f t ,  f t . f l .g t} .nR.y ,  by identity (11), 
=f*  . f l .gt .~, 
= IO}'lEI. [] 
In order to show that ND is closed under target tupling, assume that D = 
(f ;  a): P---y->N and E = (g; fl) : P--T+M are normal descriptions, so that f :  S x P --* S, 
g: R x P ~ R, ct : S ~ N, and fl : R ~ M. Thus, the morphism 
h:= (ns .v ' f ,  ~r~×v" g} : S x R x P ~ S x R (18) 
belongs to ~¢0, since f and g do. 
Definition 7.6. Given normal descriptions D = (f;  a): P--g-,N and E = (g; fl): PTM,  
define the normal description (D, E )  by 
(D, E ) := (h; y ) :P~ SxM,  
where h is defined in (18), and where y is defined by 
y :=ctx f l :SxR ~ NxM.  
Proposition 7.7. With the above notation, I(O, E)I  = (IO l, [El ), so that the collection 
ND is closed under target tupling. 
Proof. Given the normal descriptions D = (f ;  ~):P----g-~N and E = (g; fl):P---ff-*M, 
I(O, E)I = h*'? 
= ( f t ,  gt).(~t x fl) by identity (12), 
__ ( f t .0t ,  gt.fl) 
= (IOl, IEI). [] 
In order to show that ND is closed under the dagger operation, suppose that D is 
a normal description D = ( f ;  ~): S x P---y-*S, so that 
f :RxSxP- - ,  R 
~t:R ~ S. 
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Then 
h:= RxP  <id"'~>xid~,RxSxP f ,R (19) 
belongs to C~o, since ~t is base andfe  ~o. 
Definition 7.8. Given D = (f; =):S x P--T-,S, define the normal description Dt by 
D* := (h; ~), 
where h is defined in (19). 
Proposit ion 7.9. With the above notation, ]D t ] = ]D] t, so that the collection ND is 
closed under the dagger operation. 
Proof.  Suppose that D = (f; ~): S x P--g-~S. Then, 
]ot l  = J(h;ot)l 
= ht.0¢ 
= ( f t .~)t  by identity (13), 
= IOl t. [] 
In order to show that ND is closed under lambda abstraction, we use the abstrac- 
tion identity, of course. 
Given D = ( f ; f l ) :P  x STT,  so that 
f :RxPxS~R,  
fl : R--* T, 
we define the morphisms g and h as in Section 4 above. 
px[p - . .  R ]xS  °------L~R 
('ee"~'ne) xids /
R×PxS 
The morphism h : [P --, R] x S ~ [P ~ R] is 
h := A(g): [e--,  R] ×S--, [P--, R]. 
Note that g and h are in C¢o i f f  is. 
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Definition 7.10. Given D = (f; fl):P x STT ,  define the normal description AD by 
AO := (h; E-./~]), 
where h is defined in (20). 
Note that [-.p] is base since/~ is. 
Proposition 7.11. Suppose that I DI = (f;/~):P x S T T. Then 
[ADI = A( ID I ) ,  
so that ND is closed under lambda abstraction. 
Proof 
IADf = h t. [-.~1 
= A(f*). [-./~] by the abstraction identity (16), 
= A(f*.~) as is easy to check, 
= a(IOt). [] 
We have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.12. The collection ND of Cg-morphisms which are behaviors of normal 
descriptions i the least sub-ccc of q¢ which contains cgo and is closed under the dagger 
operation. 
Proof. We have shown that ND forms a sub-cec which contains C~o and is closed 
under the dagger operation. Clearly any sub-ccc which contains ~o and is dosed 
under the dagger operation must contain 
f*./~, 
when f is in q¢o and/~ is base. [] 
Since the abstraction identity is only used in one part, the above argument proves 
the following result. 
Corollary 7.13. Suppose that cg is a Conway cartesian category containing the sub- 
cartesian category c~o. Then the least sub-cartesian category of Cg which contains q¢o and 
which is closed under the dagger operation is the collection of all morphisms of the form 
f t .~ ,  
where f is in C~o and ~8 is base. 
(Of course, the notion of'base' morphism must be modified for cartesian categories.) 
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8. Functional completeness 
Suppose that ~ is a ccc. It follows from general facts [10] that there exists a ccc 
[x] with the same objects as ~ which is obtained by adding a morphism x: 1 ---, A 
freely to ~. The ccc ~ [x] is determined up to isomorphism by the following proper- 
ties. First, c~ is a sub-ccc of ~[x].  Second, for each ccc ~, each ccc morphism 
¢p : c~ ~ ~, and for each ~-morphism y: 1 ~ A~p, there exists a unique ccc morphism 
~,:@[x] -~ ~ such that 
~¢~ ~¢[x] ~ = ~¢~,  
x~, = y. 
(Recall that a ccc is given with explicit products, exponentials and a distinguished 
terminal object that are preserved by ccc morphisms.) 
A characterization f the ccc @Ix] is known as the functional completeness theorem 
for ccc's that we recall now from [10]. We write xB for the morphism B ~ 1Z-~A. 
Theorem 8.1. Each morphism B ~ C of C~[x] can be written uniquely as 
(idB, XB> "f, 
for some f: B x A --* C. 
By Theorem 8.1, an explicit representation f the ccc ~[x]  is the following. The 
objects of @[x] are the same as those of c~. The morphisms B --. C in C~[x] are the 
morphisms B x A --. C in ~. We denote the correspondence by
¢p : Hom~c(B x A, C) --* Hom~x](B, C), 
f~--~f'. 
The composite in ctC[x] of f :  X x A--. Y and g: Yx A--. Z is, by definition 
f "g '  := <f, ha> "g. 
The idenity B--* B in C~[x] is the C~-morphism ~z~ ×a. The evaluation map 
Bx  [B~ C] ~ C in ~[x]  is defined as the morphism 
Bx [B--* C] xA-~Bx [B--* C] es'c'c. 
The category c~ may be considered to be a sub-ccc of ~[x]  via the inclusion functor 
z:~¢ -, .  ~¢[x], 
f :B~ C ~--~BxA ~" ~B f ~C, 
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which is a ccc-morphism. Thus, for all pairs of objects B, C, 
l 
Hom~c(B, C) ) Hom.txl(B, C) 
Hom(n, id) ~ 
Hom~(B x A, C) 
commutes. 
The morphism x : 1 ~ A in cg I-x] is the Cg-morphism 
XlA×A:lxA~ A. 
We note several properties of this correspondence. 
Hom~e(X × X x Yx A,Z) , Hon~tx](X x X x Y,Z) 
Hom~(X x Y x A, Z) , Hom~txl(X x Y, Z) 
Hom~(B x C x A, D) ~0 , Hom~t~j(B x C, D) 
Hon~(C x A, [B ~ D]) , Hom.t~](C, [B ~ D]) ~p 
(20) 
(21) 
Suppose now that qf is equipped with an external dagger operation in product form, 
d:Hom(B x P, B) ~ Hom(P, B), 
f I-'-¢f ~" . 
We define an external dagger operation on if[x]: 
<ida×p, xn×l,>'g'B×P--¢ B ~ <ide, Xp>'gt:P--* B. (22) 
Thus, by definition, the following square commutes: 
d 
Hom~¢(C x D x A, C) , Hom.(D x A, C) 
Hom~ev,](C x D, B) a , Homey,](D, C) 
(23) 
Proposition 8.2. Suppose the parameter identity holds in c~. Then the external dagger 
operation defined by (22) above extends the dagger operation on c~. Further, the 
parameter identity holds in C~[x]. 
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Proof. First we show that the dagger operation defined on ~ [x-I extends the opera- 
tion given on ~. Since the dagger operation on ~ satisfies the parameter identity, the 
following square commutes. 
Hom~(C x D, C) 
Hom~t (id x ~ ~ a, id) 1 
Hom~(C x D x A, C) 
d 
) Hom~ (D, C) 
I Horn~(~ a . a, id) 
Hom~ (D x ,4, C) 
(24) 
Placing (24) on top of (23), we obtain the fact that 
'd 
Hom~e(C x D, C) , Hom~e(D, C)
1 1 
Hom~tx](C x D, C) d , Hom~t~](D, C) 
commutes, which shows that the dagger in ~¢ [x] extends that in ~¢. 
To see that he parameter identity holds in ~¢[x], suppose that g: E x A -, D in ~, so 
that g':E--, D in ~#[xl. It is easy to check that the squares 
and 
Hom,(C x D x A, C) Hom,(id x <0, n,~), id) , Hom,(C x E x A, C) 
Hom~t~j(C x D, C) , Hom~t~](C x E, C) 
Horn~t=l(id x 0', id) 
Hom~t((ff, ha),  id) 
Hom.(D x A, C) , Hom.(E x A, C) 
.1 1 




commute. In the following diagram, the smaller inner squares on the left and right are 
(25) and (26). To prove the parameter identity holds in ~[x], we must show the inner 
square commutes. But the outer square commutes, ince the parameter identity holds 
in c~, and the top and bottom squares commute, by (23). It follows that the inner 
square commutes, completing the argument (see Fig. 5). 
Remark 8.3. Equation (24) is necessary in order that the dagger operation defined by 
(23) is an extension of the dagger operation on c¢. 
From now on, we assume that the parameter identity holds in ~, and hence that it holds 
in ~ [x-I. 
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Hom,(C  x D x A, C) 
Hom~t~j(C x D, C) 
1 
Hom.txl(C x E, C) 
/ 
Hom~(C x E x A, C) 
, Hom~c(D x A, C) 
/ 
, Homet~j(D, C) 
1 
, Hom~t~j(E, C) 
, Home(E x .4, C) 
Fig. 5. 
Proposit ion 8.4. Suppose that ~ is a ccc with a dagger operation satisfying the 
parameter identity and suppose that tp : c~ ~ ~ is a ccc morphism that preserves dagger. 
Let y: 1 ~ Atp be a fixed morphism in ~. Then the unique ccc morphism d/ :C~[x] ~ 
which extends cp and maps x to y also preserves dagger. 
Proofi Suppose that f :B  x P~ B in qC[x], so that 
f=  (idB×v, xa×v)" F, 
for some F : B x P x A -o B in c~. Then, 
(f~')* = ( ( ( idBxv ,  xB×v)" F)~p)* 
= ((idB~ ×v,~, Ya~o×v,~)" F~o)* 
= ((idB, x ( ide~, Ye,))" F~P) t
= ( ide , ,  Yv~o)" F*~o, 
since the parameter identity holds in q¢ and since dagger is preserved by the eec 
morphism tp. Also 
f *~ = ((idBxv, XB×p)'F)t~ 
= ((idB x Ode, xe))" F)'~ 
= ((ide, xv)- F*) 
= (ide,, Ye,~)'Ft~. [] 
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Proposition 8.5. l f  ~ is a Conway ccc, then so is qf[x]. In particular: 
• if the double dagger identity holds in c~, then it holds in ~ [x], 
• if the composition identity holds in c~, then it holds in c~ [x], 
• if the abstraction identity holds in c~, then it holds in C~[x]. 
Proof. Suppose that the double dagger identity holds in cg. Then 
Hom~(C x C x B x A, C) 
/ 
Hom~r(d x id, id) [ 
Hom,(C x B x A, C) 
commutes. We want to show 
Hom~t~j(C x C x B, C) 
/ 
x id, it:l) / Hom~txl(A 
Hom~t~](C x B, C) 
dc×B×a,c 
dBxa.C 
, Hom,(C x B x A, C) 
[ dB. A, C 
, Hom~(BxA, C) 
d.. c 
,Hom,  tx](C x B, C) 
dB, c 
, Hom~[x](B, C) 
(27) 
(28) 
((g, upCXV).f)t (idv, uv)'((G, Cxp×4-,. ~,,t = l"~px A ) F} . 
Thus, using the composition identity in ~, 
(idv, Xv) ' ( (F ,  ~B×V×A\. rz_~t (idv, xv) ' ( ( (G ,  c×v×a, ' VxA / '-') = ZV×a 2"F) t, idv×A)'G 
= ((idp, xv) ' ( (G ,  ~C×V×AX.,.~t,,V×A / --, , idv) 
' (idc×e, XB×V)" G, 
proving (29). 
and 
commutes. We place square (28) inside the square (27), and label the connecting 
arrows ~0 as in the previous diagram, and use property (20). 
We now assume that the composition identity holds in ~, so that if 
F :BxPxA- - .  C and G:CxPxA- - .B  in q¢, then 
((F, _B  × P × A , , .  C:.~t 'W×A / " I  =( ( (G ,  xe×aC×V×aX'F)t,/ idv×a)'G. 
Now, in order to prove the composition identity holds in qC[x], suppose that 
f=  (idB×v, xa×v) 'F :BxP~ C and g = (idc×e, Xc×e) 'G :CxP~ B in qC[x]. We 
show that 
( ( f ,  rr~ × e). fl)t = (((O, nc ×v).f)t, idv)'#. (29) 
But, by definition, 
( ( f, rr~,×V) "g) t = ((ida×v, XB×V) " ( F, rre×aB×V×A\ " 
(ide, nv) ' ( (F ,  nxV×A''G)t ,  7~px A .2 
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Hom~(ot x id, id) 
Hom~(R x P x S x A, R) 
Hom~(P x S x A, R) 
Hom~(P x [P ~ R] x S x A, R) 
Hom~([P --* R] x S x A, [P --* R]) 
Hom.(S x A, [P ~ R]) 
Fig. 6. 
Assume now that the abstraction identity holds in ~. Then the diagram of Fig. 6 
commutes, where ~t is the base morphism 
(ev,R, he) : P x [P --+ R] --+ R x P. 
In order to show the corresponding diagram commutes in ~[x] ,  we use (21), and the 
fact that the square 
Hom,(R x P x S x A, R) 
Hom~t.l(R x P x S, R) 
Hom~(a x ids×A, id) 
Hom~l.l(a x ids, id) 
) Homy(P x [P ~ R] x S x A, R) 
, Hom~txj(P x [P --* R] x S, R) 
commutes. We then give the same kind of argument as that for the double dagger 
identity. [] 
The following theorem gives a summary of the results proved in this section. 
Theorem 8.6. Suppose that ~ is a ccc and that tO[x] is the ccc obtained by freely adding 
a morphism x : 1 --* A to t¢, where A is a ~-object. Suppose that ~ is equipped with an 
external dagger operation which satisfies the parameter identity. Then there is a unique 
way to define an external dagger operation on ~[x]  which is preserved by the inclusion 
z: ~¢=--,, It[x]. 
Suppose that i t [x]  is turned into a ccc with an external dagger in this way. Then: 
• The parameter identity holds in t¢ [x]. 
• Suppose that ~ is another ccc with an external dagger operation that satisfies the 
parameter identity. I f  (p : q¢ ~ ~ is any ccc morphism which preserves dagger, and if 
y: 1--* (p(A) is any ~-morphism, then the unique ccc morphism qC[x]-* ~ which 
extends (p and maps x to y also preserves dagger. 
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• I f  the fixed point, double dagger, composition, or abstraction identity holds in c~, then 
it holds in ~[x-I also. Thus, if ~ is a Conway ccc, then so is ~[x]. 
Conversely, if there is a way of defining dagger on ~[x] such that the inclusion 
~=~ ~[x] preserves the operation, then dagger satisfies the Eq. (23). 
Corollary 8.7. Suppose that ~ is a ccc equipped with an external dagger which satisfies 
the parameter identity. Suppose that q¢o is a sub-ccc of ~ closed under dagger. I f  
x: 1 ~ A is a C~-morphism between the ~o-objects 1 and A, then the smallest sub-ccc ~ of 
containing c~ o and the morphism x is closed under dagger. Moreover, each morphism 
B ~ C of this sub-ccc can be written in the form (ida, xn> "f, for some ~¢o-morphism 
f :BxA~C.  
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 8.6. The fact that the smallest sub-ccc 
containing ~o and x is closed under dagger can also be established by using the fact 
that dagger is internalizable in ~. Thus, ~¢o, and hence ~ also, contains all the 
morphisms ~'B: [B --* B] ~ B for any Co-object B. [] 
Remark 8.8. The parameter, composition, double dagger and abstraction identities 
are not the only ones which may be transferred from ~¢ to ~¢[x]. In particular, we 
mention the power identities. We recall that if f: B x P --. B, then the powers o f f  are 
defined inductively as follows: 
fo  := nf×v, 
fk+l := (fk, rtvB×e>.f. 
The power identities are 
(fk)t =f t ,  
all k >~ 1. If the power identities hold in ~, then they hold in ~¢[x]. 
Appendix: Internal Conway identities 
When an external dagger satisfies the parameter identity, it is determined by 
a family of internal morphisms. In this appendix, we indicate internal versions of the 
Conway identities equivalent to their external counterparts. Since the parameter 
identity is assumed, we will consider only the double dagger, composition and 
abstraction identities. 
Suppose that d = (ds,A) is an external dagger in the ccc ~¢ which satisfies the 
parameter identity. Thus, there are ~-morphisms 
"~A:[A--) A]--) A 
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for each object A such that for all pairs of objects A, B, the following diagram 
commutes: 
A 
Hom(A x B, A) ,Hom(B, [A --* A]) 
d,.A ~ + A )  (A.1) 
Horn(B, A) 
We define the internal morphisms ta,a : [Ax B ~ A] -, [B --* A-] by 
3. 
(A x B ~ A) , (B --+ ]-A ~ A]] 
[B A] 
(A.2) 
where 2: [A x B ~ A] --. [B --* [A -o A]] is the base isomorphism (2). 
Lemma 9.1. With the above notation, when the external dagger d satisfies the parameter 
identity, the following diagram commutes, for all objects R, P, S: 
Hom(R x P x S, R] 
dP×s'R [ 
Hom(P x S, R) 
, Hom(S, [R x P -+ R]) 
Hom(ids, tP,R) 
, Hom(S, [P ~ R]) 
(A.3) 
Proof. Consider the diagram given in Fig. 7. 
Hom(R x P x S, R) 
Hom(P x S, [R --* R]) 
Hom(id, t~) l
Hom(P x S, R) 
, Horn(S, [R x P --* R]) 
Hom(id, 3.) 
, Hom(S, [P --* [R --. R]]) 
Hom(id, hom(id, i'.~)) 
, nom(S, [P-+ R]) 
Fig. 7. 
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The top square commutes by Proposition 2.2. The bottom square commutes by 
Proposition 2.1. Thus, the outside of the diagram commutes. But the composite of the 
left-hand sides is de × s. ~, and the composite of the right-hand sides is Hom (id, re.R), by 
(33). Thus, the Lemma is proved. [] 
A.1. Double dagger 
Suppose that d = (dn,a) is an external dagger determined as above by the internal 
dagger "1" = (ta). 
The internal dagger satisfies the weak internal double daaaer identity if the following 
square commutes, for all objects A: 
tA,A 
(A x A --+ A] , [A --* A] 
E~-11 1,~ 
[A ~ A] , A 
When (A.4) commutes, ince Hom is a functor, it follows that 
Hom(B, [Ax A ~ A]) 
Hom(id, [AA.-]) [ 
Hom(B, [A ~ A]) 
Hom(id, tA.A) 
Hom(id, ~'A) 
commutes. Applying the fact that the diagram 
Hom(A x A x B, A]) 
/ 
Hom(Aa x icl, id) 
Hom(A x B, A) 
, Hom(B, [A ~ A]) 
I Horn(id, tA) 
, Horn(B, A) 
, Hom(B, [A x A ~ A]) 
Hom(id, ['~A'--]) 





Hom(A x A × B, A) , Hom(A × B, A) 
Hom(A x B,.4) , Hom(B, +4) 
d&A 
commutes. Thus, d satisfies the double dagger identity. 
always commutes, as well as the definition (A.1), we obtain from (A.5) the fact that the 
diagram 
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As for the converse, suppose that d satisfies the double dagger identity. By combin- 
ing (A.6) and Definition 32 with the fact that the square 
dAxB, A 
Hom(A × A x B, A) , Hom(A x B, A) 
Hom(B, [.4 x A -~ A]) , Horn(B, [A -~ A]) 
Hom(id, tA.,d 
(A.7) 
commutes, a little diagram chasing shows that (A.5) also commutes. It then follows 
that the internal dagger satisfies Eq. (A.6), since for a given object object A we may 
take B = [A x A ~ A]. Thus, we have proved most of the following proposition. 
Proposition 9.2. Suppose that d is an external dagger satisfying the parameter identity. 
Then the following are equivalent. 
• d satisfies the double dagger identity. 
• The corresponding internal dagger ~f satisfies the weak internal double dagger 
identity, Eq. (A.4). 
When c~ has enough points, each of the two previous conditions is equivalent to d satisfies 
the weak double dagger identity, i.e., the following square commutes: 
dA×A 
Hom(A × A, A) , Hom(A x A) 
Hom(A,A) , Hom(1,A) 
d. 
where da was defined in Remark 3.1. 
(A.8) 
Proof. We need only prove the last statement. It is clear that the double dagger 
identity implies the weak double dagger identity. Conversely, it is clear that Eq. (A.8) 
is equivalent to the commutativity of the square (A.5) with B = 1. Thus, if ~g has 
enough points, and if (A.5) commutes with B = 1, then (A.4) commutes. [] 
A.2. Composition 
Using no new ideas, it can be shown that if d is an external dagger determined by 
the internal dagger t, then the following are equivalent: 
• d satisfies the composition identity. 
• t satisfies Fig. 8: When cg has enough points, each of the above is equivalent to 
• d satisfies following weak composition identity: 
d( f  g) = d(g-f)" g, (A.9) 
for all f :  M ~ N and g: N --* M. 
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[M --* N] 
hom(g, id )~ "~m( id ,  g) 
[N~ N] EM-, M] 
N ~M g 
Fig. 8. 
Remark 9.3. Note that the condition (A.8) on t says that it is a dinatural transforma- 
tion from the internal hom-functor to the identity functor on ~ I-2, 131. In [161, this 
property is shown to characterize the least fixed-point operator in certain algebraic 
poset categories. 
A.3. Abstraction 
Suppose that d is an external dagger satisfying the parameter identity. Recall that 
d satisfies the abstraction identity iff diagram of Fig. 4 commutes. The weak abstrac- 
tion identity is obtained by letting S = 1. We will prove the following. 
Proposition 9.4. For an external dagger d determined by the internal dagger t the 
following are equivalent. 
• d satisfies the abstraction identity. 
• ~f satisfies the following weak internal abstraction identity. 
[R x P ~ R 1 hom((er.R,.,), id) , [P x [P ~ R] --* R1 
[P~R 1 , [ [P~R]~[P~R1]  
Str-R~ 
When c~ has enough points, each of the preceding conditions is equivalent to: 
• d satisfies the weak abstraction identity. 
(A.IO) 
Proof. The idea is to apply A to the diagram of Fig. 4 defining the abstraction identity 
in order to translate this diagram into others involving just Hom(S,-). Peruse the 
diagram given in Fig. 9. 
The top square commutes by Proposition 2.1. The right-hand square commutes, by 
Proposition 2.2. The left-hand square is (A.3). The lower triangle commutes since d is 
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Hom(R x P x S, R) 
Hom(S, [R x P ~ R]) 
! 
d Hom(id, t) [ 
Hom(S, [P ~ R] ) ,  
/ 
Hom(P x S, R) 
Hom(ct xid, id) 
Hom(id, hom(a, id)) 
, Hom(P x [P --, R] : / 




Hom(S, [[P ~ R] ~ [P ~ R33 ) 
Hom([P ~ R] x S, [P ~ R]) 
Fig. 9. 
determined by t. Thus, since each of the morphisms A is a bijection, the outside of the 
diagram commutes iff the inside square commutes. But the outside commutes iff 
d satisfies the abstraction identity. Hece, if d does satisfy this identity, since S is 
arbitrary, it follows that (A.10) commutes. Conversely, if (A.10) commutes, the inside 
square commutes, for each S. Thus, so does the outside of the diagram and d satisfies 
the abstraction identity. 
The last statement follows from the above argument, letting S = 1 and using the 
extra hypothesis. [] 
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